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Abstract. Dangers exist on the Internet in the sense that there are attackers who
try to break into our computers or who in other ways try to trick us when we
engage in online activities. In order to steer away from such dangers people tend
to look for signals of security and trustworthiness when navigating the Internet
and accessing remote hosts. Seen from an online service provider’s perspective it
therefore is an essential marketing requirement to appear trustworthy,especially
when providing sensitive or professional services. Said more directly, any percep-
tion of weak security or low trustworthiness could be disastrous for an otherwise
secure and honest online service provider. In this context many security vendors
offer solutions for strengthening security and trustworthiness. However there is
also a risk that security vendors through their marketing strategy create an il-
lusion that an online service provider which does not implement their solutions
might therefore be insecure or untrustworthy. This would represent what we call
trust extortion, because service providers are forced to implement specific secu-
rity solutions to appear trustworthy although there might be alternative security
solutions that provide equal or better security. We describe real examples where
this seems to be the case. Trust extortion as a marketing strategy does nothave to
be explicit, but can be done very subtly e.g. through standardisation andindustry
fora, which then gives it a veil of legitimacy.

1 Introduction

The Internet is a primary arena for human interaction, e.g. for delivering commercial
and civic services and for participating in social communities. At the same time, the
Internet can in many ways be a dangerous place because it exposes us to risks that are
difficult to manage. Most people are aware of this fact, and most people would stop
using a specific service if they perceive the risk of using theservice to be significant.
Losing people’s trust could therefore cause a significant drop in business. Such a change
in user behaviour does not need to be a rational reaction to real threats or security
incidents, but could be the result of irrational perceptions and mass psychosis. In fact
it has become a primary concern of online SPs (Service Providers) to tightly control
the dissemination of information about security incidentsand vulnerabilities, precisely
because this sort of negative publicity undermines people’s trust. Online SPs clearly see
a need to be perceived as providing a secure IT infrastructure, which should normally
be achieved by actually focusing on real security solutions. However there is a risk that
organisations will implement measures aimed at inducing trust and security assurance,
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but that in reality give little or no real added security. This possibility creates a potential
market for ”fake security”, i.e. where the main purpose is togive the impression of
security, and to a lesser extent to provide practical security. There is also a danger that
security technology companies try to expand their marked bycreating an artificial need
for adopting security solutions that organisations do not need, e.g. through giving the
market the impression that these (ineffective) security solutions are really needed. This
would create a situation of”trust extortion” in the sense that SPs would have no other
option than to adopt these security solutions in order to avoid losing business. This effect
could be amplified by influencing the industry in subtle ways not to adopt competing
and more effective security solutions. In practice it then becomes a business risk for
online SPs not to implement such ineffective security solutions.

This paper focuses on certain aspects of the security industry that seem more aimed
at giving the impression of security than of giving real security. More specifically we
focus on the industry of the Browser PKI and of issuing public-key certificates to online
SPs to support TLS (Transport Layer Security) and to software developers to support
software signing. We show that the actual security providedby this technology in its
current implementation is questionable, as demonstrated,e.g. by the continuing and
endemic phishing attacks and more advanced attacks againstweb sites [16] that exploit
TLS as an attack vector, and by high profile attacks such as theStuxnet worm [17] attack
which precisely exploited software signing as an attack vector to penetrate systems.

We also propose alternative security solutions to those of the traditional Browser
PKI. Our proposed solutions would strengthen security and also be more economical
because of its simple structure. Any new security architecture for the web needs a viable
business model in order to be supported by the market. In our case one business model
is based on cost savings by not using server certificates at all, and instead enable TLS
security without server certificates, which is possible through the Anonymous Diffie-
Hellman option. An additional business model could be basedon shifting the certificate
issuing business from dedicated CAs (Certificate Authorities) to DNS (Domain Name
System) registrars and DNS service operators which would reuse existing trust struc-
tures and provide a simpler and thereby more secure PKI. We see a tendency in certain
parts of the security industry to work against the deployment of such obvious security
solutions, possibly because it would undermine their established business models.

2 Details of Public-Key Infrastructures

Secure key distribution is a major obstacle to practical useof cryptography. With tra-
ditional symmetric-key cryptography each pair of parties that want to set up a secure
communication channel must first exchange cryptographic keys through a secure extra-
protocol channel1 and thereby establish a direct trust relationship. Secure extra-protocol
channels and direct trust relationships are typically expensive to set up and operate, so
finding ways to reduce their number can lead to significant cost savings. The main
purpose of a PKI is to simplify key distribution by theoretically reducing the number of
secure extra-protocol channels needed. Indirect trust in public keys is then cryptograph-
ically derived from a single direct trust relationship between the relying party and the

1 Extra-protocol channels can also be called out-of-band channels.



root CA (Certificate Authority). In that sense, a PKI allows trust to be propagated from
where it initially exists to where it is subsequently needed[18]. A detailed illustration
of the trust involved in a certificate chain is illustrated inFig.1.
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Fig. 1.Detailed trust structure for certificate generation

The left hand side shows the trust structure where the indexes indicate the order
in which the trust relationships and digital signatures areformed. The right hand side
shows the corresponding graphical PKI representation, where SP (Service Provider)
certificates form the end point of a certificate chain. This trust structure can fail for sev-
eral reason, typically resulting in false certificates being issued, as explained in Sec.3.

A public-key certificate represents an expression of trust by the CA (Certificate Au-
thority) in the binding between a public key and a specific attribute. The most common
attribute of certificates is a name, whereby the semantics carried by such certificates
can be expressed as:”The owner of the public keyK rightfully carries the nameN ” ,
or equivalently as:”The entity namedN rightfully owns the public keyK” . Such cer-
tificates are often called identity certificates because they are used for identification and
authentication purposes. Any SP which can prove that it controls the private key corre-
sponding to the public key, will have proved that it also ownsthe name. The proof is
typically given through an exchange of cryptographic messages called a cryptographic
security protocol. A certificate can also express other semantic concepts than a unique
name, in which case it is called an attribute certificate. Thesemantics of an attribute
certificate would typically be expressed as:”The owner of the public keyK rightfully
has the attributeA” . In theory, any assertable concept can be certified in an attribute
certificate. Expressing access authorization is the most common usage of attribute cer-
tificates, whereby the semantic trust scope could be:”The owner of the public keyK is
authorized to access resourceX with operationY ” .

It is assumed that a RA (Registration Authority) is part of both the root CA and any
intermediate CA. The role of the RA is to pre-authenticate SP/entity identities based on
physical world artifacts, or to define appropriate attributes in case of attribute certifi-



cates, and then to communicate this information (name and/or attributes) to the certifi-
cate issuing arm of the CA. In reality, the RA can be a separateorganisation, in which
case additional trust relationships between the CA and the RA are required.

Software systems are designed to store and process public-keys in the form of cer-
tificates, and are usually unable to handle naked public keys. For that reason a root
public key is normally distributed and stored in the form of acertificate. In addition the
root certificate is normally self-signed, meaning that the public key sits in a certificate
that has been signed by the corresponding private key, as illustrated at the top of Fig.1
(index 2). Note that self-signing by itself provides no assurance whatsoever regarding
the authenticity of the root public key. Despite the fact that self-signing has absolutely
no security purpose, many people falsely believe that it provide assurance and a real
basis for authenticity. In order to establish meaningful trust in root certificates, the root
CAs themselves, and the exact procedure for installing themon a client, must be known
and trusted by users and relying parties. Unfortunately, most people ignore these issues
and often download and install root certificates online evenwithout knowing.

Validation of a SP’s server certificate, normally done by therelying party, consists
of verifying the digital signature on the certificate and extracting the data contained
within, such as attribute/name and the public key. A detailed illustration of the valida-
tion procedure and the derived trust in the SP’s public key isillustrated in Fig.2. When
a relying party holds an authentic copy of the root CA public key contained in a root
certificate received through a secure extra-protocol channel, it will be able to derive
trust in the binding between the SP public key and the SP name.
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Fig. 2. Detailed trust structure for certificate validation

A leaf certificate owner in a PKI is typically a SP (Service Provider) which can be
a legal entity such as an individual or an organisation, or itcan be a system or process
entity, or even an abstract role.

Recipients of public-key certificates, aka.relying parties, do not themselves need
certificates in order to authenticate an entity’s public key, they only need an authentic
copy of the root public key. Only entities that want to claim and prove some attribute of
themselves, such owning a specific domain name, need public-key certificates.



3 The Browser PKI

A hierarchic PKI can be managed by a single organisation thatoperates the root and
multiple intermediate CAs, or by a set of separate organisations under one common
root CA. The DNSSEC PKI2 is an example of the latter model. The Browser PKI com-
monly used for Internet encryption has multiple roots and hierarchies, where different
SP certificates can be issued under completely separate hierarchic PKIs, each with their
own root. Assuming that each relying party shall be able to validate any SP certificate
from any PKI, then it is required that all root CAs represent trust anchors for the re-
lying parties. In other words, all relying parties need to receive every root CA public
key through a secure extra-protocol channel, but the Browser PKI simply allows root
certificates to be downloaded online, thereby making a mockery of the PKI security
model. A simple illustration of the Browser PKI is provided in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3.The Browser PKI

The channel for distributing the root CA certificates in the Browser PKI is by hard-
coding them in the Web browser distributions, as well as by importing additional cer-
tificates online. It is questionable whether the Web browserdistribution represents a
secure extra-protocol channel. Storing CA certificates in browsers enables automated
validation of server certificates for SSL/TLS and digital signatures on software. There
are typically a few dozen CA certificates in any major browserdistribution. In Microsoft
IE the list of root certificates can be viewed by clicking ’Tools’ → ’Internet Options’→
’Content’→ ’Certificates’→ ’Trusted Root Certification Authorities’. Ironically many
of the CA certificates have long expired, but are still being distributed with new versions
of browsers. This is done e.g. in order to allow validation oflegacy software, but shows
that the model in fact is broken. Ignoring the validity period specified in a certificate
for the sake of legacy functionality is a breach of the policyunder which the certificates
where issued.

The main purpose of the Browser PKI is to enable browsers to automatically vali-
date any server certificate or software signature issued under any one of the roots. The

2 http://www.dnssec.net/



set of root CA certificates in the Web Browser PKI model is dynamic, meaning that root
certificates can be deleted and new root certificates can be added. This represents a vul-
nerability because it could be possible for attackers to replace a genuine root certificate
with a false one. This attack could for example be executed bytricking the user into
installing a malicious root certificate or by malware without the user’s knowledge. The
authenticity of a root certificate depends on the security ofthe extra-protocol channel
through which it is received. Once a false certificate has been installed it will not be
possible for a relying party to detect that it actually is false. In practice, many people
install Browser PKI certificates and even root certificates based on discretionary ad hoc
trust decisions, which represents a real spoofing threat foridentities on the Web.

The Browser PKI structure is relatively well hidden for the average computer users
who mostly ignore how it works. It is thus meaningless to speak about trust in the
root CAs in this situation, because the relying party ignores what is to be trusted. The
browser makes the trust decision automatically without consulting the user. Only in
case the validation fails is the user confronted with a pop-up window asking her to
make a decision whether or not to accept the certificate. Although most people accept
certificates that fail to validate, it typically generates an uncomfortable feeling - con-
sciously or unconsciously - especially when conducting sensitive transactions such as
Internet banking. This creates a pressure on SPs to maintaincurrent server certificates
that validate automatically without annoying the user.

Having multiple separate hierarchic PKIs creates severe vulnerabilities through the
fact the the whole Browser PKI is only as secure as the weakestof each separate PKI.
Thus, the more root and intermediate certificates stored in the browser, the less secure
the Browser PKI becomes. The whole security chain would break if only one CA is-
sues a certificate without properly checking certificate owner’s identity, meaning that
an attacker would get a server or software certificate issuedin somebody else’s name.
This happened e.g. when VeriSign, the worlds largest CA, issued software certificates
in the name of Microsoft to imposters, because VeriSign failed to recognise that the
persons buying the certificates were not Microsoft representatives [15]. The false cer-
tificates were never used and VeriSign survived the securitybreach with only a scratch
to its reputation. Nevertheless, the situation was very serious because the attackers could
have distributed malicious software - signed under the false certificate - that would have
been automatically validated by all the browsers in the world. The whole security chain
would also break if only one private key were stolen from a root or intermediate CA.
This happened e.g. when attackers broke into DigiNotar CA’ssystems and were able
to issue server certificates with false names, such asgoogle.com. These certificates
were used by the criminals to conduct a man-in-the-middle attack against Google ser-
vices [16]. A few months later DigiNotar was declared bankrupt. The spoofing attacks
that actually took place indicate the seriousness of this incident. The attackers could
have generated server certificates, and probably also software certificates, with any
owner name. Given that these certificates are automaticallyvalidated by the browsers
it is in fact irrelevant what names they carry. A browser makes no difference between
www.mafia.com and e.g.www.google.com as long as the certificate is correctly
validated.



Browser PKI security is inherently weak because it depends on the security of the
weakest of a relatively large number of root and intermediate certificates. It is fair to
assume that the security level of each separate hierarchic PKI is only as strong as the
security of the weakest member CA, because compromise of anymember CA could
enable attackers to issue false certificates. LetS(PKI(Xk)) denote the security level of
a hierarchic PKI namedXk, and letS(CA(xki)) denote the security level of its member
CA(xki). ThenS(PKI(Xk)) can be expressed as:

S(PKI(Xk)) = min[S(CA(xki))], xki ∈ Xk (1)

It is also fair to assume that the security level of the whole Browser PKI is only
as strong as the security of the weakest separate hierarchicPKI, because compromise
of any separate hierarchic PKI could enable attackers to issue false certificates. Let
S(Browser PKI) denote the security level of the whole Browser PKI, thenS(Browser PKI)
can be expressed as:

S(Browser PKI) = min[S(PKI(Xk))], Xk ∈ Browser PKI
= min[S(CA(xki))], xki ∈ Xk, Xk ∈ Browser PKI

(2)

We thus see that the security of the Browser PKI is only as strong as the security
of any of member CAs in any separate hierarchic PKI. With typically 50 individual CA
certificates pre-stored in a browser it becomes obvious thatthe Browser PKI is relatively
vulnerable. A CA does not even need to be attacked to represent a threat, because it is
quite plausible that some CAs will be susceptible to collaborate with attackers, as indi-
cated by the Stuxnet attack worm [17]. In this attack two separate Taiwanese companies
- Realtek Semiconductor Systems and JMicron Technology Corp - that had purchased
certificates for software signing produced digital signatures for the malicious Stuxnet
software of the attackers, which enabled them to get the malicious software installed on
the victim’s systems. The companies in question have not been sanctioned, although the
companies either failed to protect their private software signing keys, or they somehow
collaborated in the attack by voluntarily signing the Stuxnet software.

The PKI class with the most optimal key distribution characteristics is when all
SPs have certificates belonging to a single hierarchical PKIwith a single root. The
advantage of this structure is that the security strength ismaximized and that only one
root public key needs to be distributed to relying parties through a secure extra-protocol
channel. In comparison, the Browser PKI model is suboptimaland introduces security
vulnerabilities by having multiple separate hierarchic PKIs.

4 The Browser PKI’s Failure to Stop Phishing Attacks

Current web security technology is based on the Transport Layer Security (TLS) pro-
tocol. It is normally assumed that TLS provides the securityservicesmessage confi-
dentialityandserver authentication. It will become clear that the server authentication
provided by TLS is only theoretical, and meaningless in practice due to poor usability.

Despite being based on strong cryptography, there are a number of security exploits
that TLS can not prevent. For example, phishing attacks normally start by sending email



messages that trick people to access a fake web site masquerading as a genuine web site
that e.g. prompts the user to provide user Id and password. There are always people who
will fall victim to such emails, and not notice that the web site is fake, not even when
using TLS, because the fake web site is correctly authenticated with TLS in a technical
sense. Semantically speaking however, this is not authentication because the website’s
real identity (domain name) is different from what the user has in mind. The problem is
not due to weak cryptographic authentication mechanisms, but to poor usability of the
overall authentication solution provided by TLS [11].

By analysing the security solution of TLS from a security usability perspective it can
easily be seen that there are serious usability vulnerabilities that can easily be exploited
by phishing attacks [12, 11]. This is briefly explained below.

The standard implementation of TLS in web browsers providesvarious information
elements to the user. Unfortunately this information is often insufficient to make an
informed conclusion about the identity of the web server.

The closed padlock in the corner of a typical browser represents one form of security
information elements indicating that the web session is protected with TLS. However,
the fact that it does not say anything about the identity of the server is a security usability
vulnerability.

Additional security information is contained in the servercertificate that can be
inspected e.g. by double-clicking on the padlock. The mental load of analysing the
content of a server certificate is intolerable for most people, which represents a security
usability vulnerability. The following analysis will makethis evident.

The fraudulent phishing site:http:\\www.hawaiiusafcuhb.com targeted
the Hawaii Federal Credit Union in March 2007. Assuming thatsecurity conscious
victims want to inspect the server certificate for its authenticity, it is interesting to see
that it actually provides very little useful information. Fig.4 shows general informa-
tion about the attacker’s certificate as it can be viewed through the Microsoft Explorer
browser.

More detailed information can be viewed by selecting the“Details” and“Certifica-
tion Path” placeholders on the certificate window. This gives the fraudulent certificate’s
validity period and the certification path from the root to the fraudulent certificate. How-
ever, this additional information gives no indication thatthe certificate is fraudulent.

The unique name of the fraudulent certificate’s owner is the domain name to which
the fraudulent certificate is issued, specified aswww.hawaiiusafcuhb.com, which
is equal to the domain name of the fake login page.

The question now arises whether this represents sufficient evidence for the user to
detect that the certificate is fraudulent. In order to find out, it is necessary to compare
the fraudulent certificate to the genuine certificate of the genuine Hawaii Federal Credit
Union illustrated in Fig.5.

The unique name of the genuine certificate’s owner is the domain name to which the
genuine certificate is issued, specified ashcd.usersonlnet.com. Interestingly this
domain namedoes notcorrespond to the domain name of the genuine Hawaii Federal
Credit Union which iswww.hawaiifcu.com. Intuitively this fact seems to indicate
that the login page is not related to the genuine Hawaii Federal Credit Union. Based on



Fig. 4. Fake certificate general info

this evidence, users who inspect the certificate could therefore falsely conclude that the
genuine login page is fake.

This analysis demonstrates that the information found in the certificates is insuffi-
cient to draw a safe security conclusion, which represents asevere security usability
vulnerability.

CAs in the Browser PKI industry are probably aware of this problem, and are care-
ful to have policies that avoid any liability of practical misuse of the certificates they
issue. The certificate window of Fig.5 provides a click-ablebutton called“issuer state-
ment” that opens a new window with the certificate issuance policy,which is a 2,666
word document (approximately four full standard pages in MSWord). While it might
provide sufficient information to judge the legal status of the certificate, the size of this
document alone clearly represents a security usability problem. In order to better un-
derstand why TLS can lead to a false positive authenticationconclusion, it is useful to
look at the very meaning of authentication.

According to the standard definition, peer-entity authentication is“the corrobora-
tion that a peer entity in an association is as claimed”[10]. In phishing attacks, an at-
tacker claims its own identity in the formalism of TLS, and the TLS client (the browser)
simply verifies the correctness of that claim. However, the claimed identity expressed
in the certificate of Fig.4 does not correspond to the identity that the user assumes.



Fig. 5. Genuine certificate general info

Thus, the problem has to do with identity confusion, for which cryptography provides
no solution.

The identity of the genuine bank assumed by the user is different from the identity
of the same genuine bank assumed by the TLS client. Thus, the genuine bank itself is an
entity with multiple identities. From the user’s perspective, the ordinary name and logo
of the bank constitute a large part of the identity. From the client browser’s perspective,
this identity cannot be used because normal names can be ambiguous and visual logos
can not be interpreted.

Certificates, which must be unambiguous, require globally unique names in order
to allow efficient automated processing. Domain names mostly satisfy this requirement
and have therefore been chosen to represent the identity of the bank in server certifi-
cates. Having different identities for the same entity can obviously cause problems. A
simple way of solving this problem could be by requiring thatusers learn to identify on-
line SPs by their domain names. Unfortunately this will not work because online banks
often use multiple domain names depending on the service being offered.

As the example of the certificate of the genuine Hawaii Federal Credit Union bank
of Fig.5 shows, many companies’ secure web sites have domainnames with non-
obvious domain names that do not correspond to the domain names of their main web
sites. Another vulnerability is the fact that distinct domain names can appear very sim-



ilar, for example differing only by a single letter, or looking very similar, so that a false
domain name may pass undetected. How easy is it for example todistinguish between
the following domain names?
www.pepes.com/
www.pepespizza.com/
www.pepesnypizza.com/
www.pepespizzeria.com/.

The fundamental problem is that, although domain names are designed to be read-
able by humans, they provide poor usability for identifyingorganisations in the real
world. Ordinary names such as ”Pepes Pizza”, when expressedin a local semantic con-
text, are suitable for dealing with organisations in the real world, but not for global
online identification and authentication. The consequenceof this mismatch between
names used in the online world and in the real world is that users do not know which
unique domain name to expect when accessing online services. Without knowing which
domain name to expect, authentication becomes meaningless. In other words, the users
do not know what security conclusion to draw.

To summarise, our analysis of web security has exposed serious security usabil-
ity problems with TLS. These vulnerabilities continue to beexploited by criminals to
mount a large number of successful phishing attacks. Had a vulnerability analysis like
this been conducted prior to the large scale roll out of TLS, e.g for online banking ap-
plications, it would have been possible to predict and possibly prevent all these attacks.

Current approaches to solving the phishing problem includeanti-phishing toolbars
that are typically based on one or a combination of the following elements: blacklists,
whitelists, ratings, heuristics [5]. In addition, search engines typically flag web sites
that have been identified as malicious, but there will alwaysbe a delay in the detection
of malicious websites by search engines, which leaves a window of opportunity to the
attackers. None of these elements attempt to solve the fundamental problem of mapping
the unique domain name contained in the certificate to a user friendly identity that
the user can recognise. Thus they do not improve the users’ ability to authenticate the
server, but is an attempt to flag malicious servers. Only the TrustBar [8] for the Mozilla
and Firefox browsers seems to provide a fundamental solution to the problem by making
authentication semantically meaningful. The TrustBar solution consists of personalising
every server certificate that the user wants to recognise by defining a personal petname
for it [7]. The petname can e.g. consist of an image or a audible tune that the user can
easily recognise. Unfortunately solutions like the TrustBar are not widely used.

5 TLS without Server Certificates

The previous section has demonstrated that the current implementation of TLS based
on server certificates does not provide practical and semantic authentication, despite
having strong cryptographic authentication from a technical point of view. Since TLS
does not offer meaningful authentication, the technical authentication mechanism be-
comes redundant. The principal security service provided by TLS is communication
confidentiality through encryption based on a session key. The TLS (Transport Layer
Security) security protocol [6] specifies a number of options for establishing the ses-



sion key for encryption. Most options are based on server certificates, but the Anony-
mous Diffie-Hellman option does not require server certificates, it simply uses the basic
Diffie-Hellman algorithm. That is, each side (client and server) sends its public Diffie-
Hellman parameters to each other so that they both can compute a secret session key.
Documentation about TLS, e.g. [4] typically describes thisoption as being vulnerable to
man-in-the-middle attacks, in which the attacker conductsa Diffie-Hellman exchanges
with both parties. However, given that TLS based on server certificates also does not
provide meaningful authentication it is also vulnerable toman-in-the middle attacks,
which is precisely what happens during phishing attacks as explained in Sec.4 above.
TLS based on server certificates thus provides no more security than TLS based on
Diffie-Hellman, both options provide confidentiality through encryption, and none of
them provide any meaningful authentication.

A study of the main browsers revealed that none support the Anonymous Diffie-
Hellman option despite being standardized as part of TLS [9]. We find it surprising and
suspect that the Anonymous Diffie-Hellman option is not supported, because it means
that TLS security can only be provided with server certificates. As a result, SPs who
want to use TLS are forced to buy server certificates that theytechnically speaking do
not need. It is interesting to ask the question why the Anonymous Diffie-Hellman op-
tion is not supported. The official answer from the browser developers would typically
be that this option does not provide authentication and therefore is insecure. We have
shown that options based on server certificates also do not provide any meaningful au-
thentication, and therefore do not provide any stronger practical security than with the
Anonymous Diffie-Hellman option. We therefore suspect thatbrowser developers have
been influenced by players in the Browser PKI industry not to distribute browsers with
the Anonymous Diffie-Hellman option because it would threaten their business model.

In practice when navigating the Internet, authentication of web sites is not based on
a server certificate, but on inspecting the web page or the domain name that points to the
web page. If the user knows which domain name to expect, and recognizes the HTML
content of the web page, then the web site can be considered semantically authenticated.
However, when inspection of the domain name is the method forweb site authentication
it must be assumed that the DNS (Domain Name System) correctly translates domain
names into IP addresses. The correct authentication of web sites thus depends in the
integrity of the DNS. This brings the DNS into the discussionof the Browser PKI.

6 Adjacent Structures of DNS and the Browser PKI

The DNS (Domain Name System) is a distributed network of servers that invisibly
translates domain names (e.g. www.uio.no) meaningful to humans into the numerical
names (e.g. IPv4 address 129.240.8.200) for the purpose of uniquely locating and ad-
dressing networked devices globally.

Security threats against the DNS are many [2, 14], which reduces the assurance
in DNS responses such as IP address translations from domainnames. The technical
solution to this problem is DNSSEC (DNS Security Extension)[1] which was designed
to protect Internet resolvers (clients) from forged DNS data, e.g. due to DNS cache
poisoning attacks. All answers received with DNSSEC are digitally signed. Through



validation of the digital signature a DNS resolver gets assurance that the information
received is identical (correct and complete) to the information on the authoritative DNS
server, i.e. that the information has not been corrupted. While protecting the integrity of
returned IP addresses is the immediate concern for many users, DNSSEC can protect
other information too, and it has been suggested to use it to protect standard public-key
certificates stored as CERT records [13], thereby making it possible to use DNSSEC to
distribute such certificates. However, the scheme proposedin [13] does not exploit the
potential of DNSSEC for direct certification of domain namesand IP addresses.

Interestingly, the leaf nodes of the DNS are the same as thoseof the Browser PKI,
thereby making them adjacent hierarchic structures as illustrated in Fig.6 where the
multi-hierarchic Browser PKI at the bottom is turned upside-down.
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Fig. 6.Adjacent structure of DNS and the Browser PKI

When authenticating a server on the Internet, the relying party depends not only
on the integrity of the Browser PKI but also on the integrity of the DNS. Should a re-
lying party receive a corrupted reply to a DNS request e.g. inthe form of a false IP
address, then the relying party would be directed to the wrong server. The Browser
PKI in conjunction with TLS would paradoxically validate the wrong server to be au-
thentic. The dependency between the DNS and the Browser PKI therefore follows the
principle of the weakest link, i.e. the overall security is only as strong as the weakest
security strength of any of the two. Let the security strength of the current TLS imple-
mentation be expressed asS(TLS). By expressing the security strength of the DNS as
S(DNSSEC) (assuming that DNSSEC is used) and the security strength of the Browser
PKI asS(Browser PKI), then the security of the current implementation of TLS can
expressed as:

S(TLS) = min[S(DNSSEC), S(Browser-PKI)] . (3)

It is problematic that the correct authentication of a server depends on the weakest
security of two separate systems because it reduces the overall security. The next section
explains how server authentication can be simplified to depend on a single system, and
thereby strengthen security, while maintaining the exact same functionality.



7 Using DNSSEC for Server Certificates

By looking at the diagram of Fig.6 it becomes obvious that thehierarchic structure
of the DNS itself can be used as a PKI structure for SP certificates. In fact DNSSEC is
already an overlay PKI on top of the DNS making it possible forDNS resolvers (clients)
to authenticate replies to DNS requests. What we propose hereis an extension of the
scheme proposed in [13] where traditional X.509 certificates belonging to the Browser
PKI illustrated at the bottom of Fig.6. We propose to let server certificates be signed by
the DNS zone where the corresponding server is located, as illustrated in Fig.7 below.

DNSSEC organization zones

“.” DNSSEC root

DNSSEC intermediate zones

DNSSEC top level zonescom org uk

ac.uk co.uk

ibank.barclays.co.uk

Open PGP signatures (Trust Anchors)

Server certificate 

barclays.co.uk

Fig. 7.DNSSEC as a platform for server certificates

In the example, Barclays bank’s online banking server is called ibank.barclays.co.uk
where the certificate is used for TLS connections. The public-key certificate for this
server is signed by the public key of the DNS zone barclays.co.uk. The certificate can
be stored as a RR (Resource Record) on the DNS server for barclays.co.uk so that it is
available to all clients accessing the server.

In case of DNSSEC the trust structure is taken very seriouslyand multiple trust an-
chors represented by trusted individuals in the Internet community. Online validation of
the DNS root public key is not possible, and is therefore called a DURZ (Deliberately
Unvalidatable Root Zone). It does not mean that the DNS root public key can not be
validated at all, instead the root public key can be manually(or semi-automatically)
validated through the multiple OpenPGP signatures [3] on the root public key, as illus-
trated in Fig.7. So while the root public key associated withthe ”.” DNS root can be
downloaded online, its authenticity is based on some extra-protocol procedure. This can
for example be that a DNS administrator obtains one or multiple OpenPGP public keys
from people they trust, which in turn makes the DNS administrator able to manually
validate the DNS root public key.

Integrating the PKI used for host authentication with DNSSEC results in host au-
thentication only being dependent on the DNSSEC, so that theEq.(3) is simplified to:

S(TLS) = S(DNSSEC) . (4)



Assuming that server and software certificates can provide meaningful authentica-
tion by improving the usability of TLS e.g. with solutions such as the TrustBar [8, 7]
described in Sec.3, a PKI solution based on DNSSEC would be the obvious choice be-
cause it has a simple and sound trust structure. This would solve the problem of the
dependancy on an separate trust structure in the form of the Browser PKI which in
addition must be characterised as relatively unreliable. Not only will the robustness of
the PKI be strengthened, the cost can also be reduced becauseof the simplified infras-
tructure. When DNSSEC is deployed anyway it might well be usedas a platform for
signing and distributing server certificates.

8 Conclusion

This paper describes vulnerabilities of the TLS based on theBrowser PKI, and argues
that this currently makes server and software authentication meaningless. Still, there
exist business models for the Browser PKI model which in itself provides reasons for
certain security solutions vendors to keep promoting this model. We argue that it is
reasonable to use the Anonymous Diffie-Hellman option of TLS, because other options
based on server certificates do not provide meaningful authentication and therefore must
be considered equally ”anonymous”. The fact that most browsers do not support the
standardised Anonymous Diffie-Hellman option can indicatethat the browser develop-
ers are being influenced by the CAs in this regard, because theCAs see the Anonymous
Diffie-Hellman option as a threat to their business of selling certificates.

The fact that the described vulnerabilities of TLS are not well understood, and the
Anonymous Diffie-Hellman option is not well known or even available, online SPs feel
obliged to subscribe to the Browser PKI model in order to be trusted by users, which can
be described as a form of trust extortion. We argue that it is time to improve the usability
of TLS, and to replace the Browser PKI model with the PKI of DNSSEC for signing
and distributing server and software certificates. This solution leverages the strong trust
structure of DNSSEC and thereby provides higher assurance of server authentication
than is presently possible. This solution would also contribute to reduced cost because
it avoids adjacent duplicate PKIs.
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